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KOMODO Off-Road Adventure Vehicle RTR, 1/10 Scale, w/ a2.4 Radio System, ESC, and Motor 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $358.90

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $358.90

Sales price without tax $358.90

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The KOMODO scale 4wd truck is now available as an RTR. It is assembled and painted with radio and electronics installed. It is equipped with a
2.4GHz radio system, a 27t motor, and a high torque metal gear servo. The Komodo 4x4 RTR is built on the proven GS01 steel ladder frame
with a new 4-link suspension design that features internally sprung oil filled "Transitions" shocks to provide smooth suspension travel and axle
articulation. The KOMODO body set is made from extra thick (1.5mm) HD lexan, it is painted metallic dark gray and features the many scale
details that customers demand. Realism like bumpers with authentic grill protection, F / R Light Buckets, wipers, snorkel, roof rack and more.
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This truck features the aggressive new MT-1903 tire which measures at 4.3" (109MM) tall and is mounted on new black NR02 beadlock wheels
to provide the ground clearance and traction to tame your favorite trails. Should you wish to upgrade, the standard 12mm hex design will accept
your favorite aftermarket wheels and tires. Customize your rig with the wide variety of upgrades and option parts that are available.

Features:

RTR w/ 2.4 Radio, Servo, ESC w/ T-Plug, and Motor Installed
4-Link Suspension System, W/ G-Transition Shocks
Fully Assembled, Painted (Dark Gray), and Ready to Drive.
MT-1903 1.9" Tires on NR02 Wheels
Detailed and Painted Lexan Truck Body
Batteries & Charger NOT Included
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